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An experimental strategy for determining the extent to which especially valuable as it reveals what ( labeled) molecular
multiply isotopically labeled fragments are incorporated intact fragments are incorporated intact and thus represent bona
into relatively complicated compounds of interest is presented. fide precursors. In this case, the two coupled sites of the
The NMR methods employed are based on isotope-filtered one- product that are both derived from the fragment would tend
dimensional spectra and difference HSQC spectra incorporating

to both be labeled, and the probability that the second site
a spin echo designed to report on the presence of a second NMR

is labeled given that the first is labeled will be higher thanactive isotope at a coupled site. They supplement existing methods
the overall probability that the second is labeled. Alternately,for determining the extent of isotopic incorporation at individual
if the two labels from the fragment are incorporated into thesites to reveal whether two coupled labeled sites in a precursor are
product independently after metabolic transformation, thenincorporated as an intact unit into products. The methods de-

scribed also circumvent 1H signal overlap and distinguish between the likelihood of labeling at the second site is independent
the effects of different nitrogens coupled to individual carbons. of labeling at the first site. In this case, the probability that
The somewhat complicated case of valclavam illustrates the meth- the second site is labeled given that the first is labeled will
od’s utility in measuring the J coupling constants between 13C be the same as the overall probability that the second site is
and nearby sites that are only fractionally labeled with 15N, and labeled, and coupled pairs will occur at a frequency which
measuring the fraction of molecules in which 13C is coupled to

is simply the product of the frequencies of labeling at each15N, at each of several sites. The 15N of [2-13C, 15N]-labeled glycine
of the two sites. Thus, by comparing the frequency withis found to be incorporated into all three N positions of valclavam
which the second site is labeled over all with the frequencybut most heavily into the N11 position. Specifically, 15N and 13C
with which it is labeled given that the first site is labeled,are incorporated into the N11 and C10 positions together as an

15N13C fragment approximately 8% of the time, whereas 15N is one can determine whether the two sites are incorporated
incorporated largely independently at the other positions. q 1997 into the product as a unit.
Academic Press In cases where the coupling between coupled sites is large

and the level of label incorporation is relatively high, the
NMR signals of each site will be seen to be split by the

INTRODUCTION coupling to the other. However, in many circumstances the
label is incorporated into the product relatively inefficiently,

Isotope enrichment and isotope tracing studies are valu- or is too expensive to be incorporated in large quantity.
able methods for determining the metabolic fates of com- Second, in complex metabolites the signals from different
pounds, and similarly for identifying the metabolic precur- sites may overlap with one another, complicating the analy-
sors of compounds of interest (1, 2) . Although mass spec- sis. The latter obstacle is normally resolved by the use of
trometry and radioactive label incorporation can be used to selective pulses and magnetization transfer, or two-dimen-
determine the extent of isotope incorporation into a com- sional NMR spectroscopy.
pound, except in isolated cases of favorable fragmentation A simple variant of the first increment of the 13C1H
they do not reveal which site is labeled. HMQC has been used to distinguish between small mole-

NMR spectroscopy can provide information as to what cules with and without 15N at a given position by allowing
sites have been labeled with NMR active isotopes, and to 13C to evolve under coupling to 15N for a period of 1/2J ,
what degree (3) . NMR can also reveal the fraction of mole- with the result that the signal intensity is either 1 or 0 de-
cules in which a labeled site is close to another labeled pending on whether the 13C is coupled to 15N (4) . We have
site, via the J coupling between them. Such information is doubled the sensitivity of this experiment to 15N by em-

ploying a constant time 13C evolution period of 1/J , resulting
in signals of amplitude 1 or 01 for 13C not coupled or cou-* To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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121DEGREE OF COUPLED ISOTOPIC ENRICHMENT

pled to 15N, respectively, and also included 13C chemical- ple availability, our method yields reliable measures of the
fraction of 13C coupled to 15N, for each of the C sites indepen-shift evolution in the constant time delay to obtain signal

dispersion in 2D (5, 6) . dently, and for each of the possible 15N coupling partners,
thus providing information on the biosynthetic pathway ofA more fundamental limitation on the measurement of

coupled isotope incorporation is imposed by unknown and valclavam in S. antibioticus.
small J couplings arising either because low gyromagnetic
ratio nuclei are involved or because the two sites of inter- METHODS
est are connected by multiple bonds. In this situation,
measurement of J by the E.COSY approach (7, 8 ) is lim- Sample Preparation and NMR Spectroscopy
ited somewhat by the need for very high resolution in the
indirect dimension in order to resolve couplings to the [ 13C, 15N]-labeled valclavam was produced by fermenta-

tion of S. antibioticus Tü 1718 (18) in a modified soy me-indirectly detected nucleus [but see (9, 10 ) ] . Moreover,
E.COSY-type methods are complicated when a substantial dium as described elsewhere (19) . The onset of clavam

production was detected by imidazole derivatization and UVfraction of the sites to which coupling is to be measured
are not labeled, as the signal from these sites falls between assay (20, 21) and marked the first of two equal administra-

tions of filtration-sterilized [2-13C, 15N] glycine (1 g total,the coupled multiplet components and obscures their split-
ting. Methods that decrease the linewidths of the signal 7.2 mM; Isotech), 53 and 62 h after innoculation. After 121

h, isotopically enriched valclavam was isolated from thecomponents between which J is to be measured by using
double- and zero-quantum coherences to encode J can fermentation broth as previously described and purified by

HPLC to greater than 95% purity (19) .ameliorate this problem (11 ) , but only to a point. In order
to employ weak coupling between heteronuclei to measure Fourteen milligrams of valclavam dissolved in 2H2O was

acidified by adjusting the pD to 1.6 with 15% DCl [uncor-the degree of simultaneous labeling, we have used the
‘‘quantitative J correlation’’ method (12, 13 ) in which rected pH electrode reading of 1.2 (22)] . The NMR signals

of valclavam disappeared gradually over a period of 10–20the intensity of a resonance from one nucleus provides
indirect information on the magnitude of coupling to a h at 257C and were replaced by others, ascribed to ‘‘acidified

valclavam.’’ Based on the NMR spectra, valclavam is pre-second (passively coupled) site, in 1D spectra or rela-
tively low-resolution 2D spectra. Although many NMR sumed to have decomposed predominantly into fragments

consisting of C5–C7 and N4–C17 respectively (Fig. 1) ,experiments have been developed for measuring J cou-
plings in proteins and nucleic acids, these generally as- plus minor products which are not discussed further because

their lower concentrations result in less reliable estimatessume that the two sites of interest are both fully labeled
(12, 14–17 ) . We have extended the strategies used in the of label incorporation. The predominant N4–C17 fragment

produced appears to be identical to the valcalvam degrada-spin-echo-type quantitative J correlation experiments to
make simultaneous measurements of the magnitude of tion product Tü 1718B (23) , as discussed below.

NMR spectra were obtained on a Unityplus spectrometersmall J couplings and the degree of fractional labeling at
a coupled site. at 500 MHz for 1H and 125 MHz for 13C. Spectra were

obtained at 257C, and the chemical-shift standard was inter-Finally, our method also permits independent measure-
ment of the fractional labeling of two different secondary nal dioxane at 3.53 ppm for 1H and 66.66 ppm for 13C (see

Fig. 2) . In addition to 1D spectra, double-quantum-filteredsites both coupled to the same labeled first site by exploiting
the different J couplings to, or resonant frequencies of, the correlation spectroscopy [DQCOSY (24, 25)] and constant-

time 1H– 13C heteronuclear single-quantum-coherence [CT-different secondary sites. Although the current work ob-
serves aliphatic 1H13C sites and measures effects due to cou- HSQC (5, 6, 26, 27)] spectra were obtained with the follow-

ing parameters. DQCOSY spectra were acquired with spec-pled 15N sites ( the ‘‘secondary sites’’) , our method is equally
applicable to other combinations of nuclei, or even to two tral widths of 4500 Hz in both dimensions. A total of 1024

complex points in t2 were acquired in 228 ms, and 340sites at which the same nucleus resonates in different fre-
quency ranges which can be distinguished by selective complex points in t1 were obtained with States quadrature

detection and removal of axial signals to the edges of thepulses. We illustrate our method for the case of the antibiotic
peptide valclavam (Fig. 1) , produced by Streptomyces anti- spectrum (28) , 24 scans per increment and a 2 s relaxation

delay between scans. The t1 dimension was extended to 680bioticus fed [2-13C, 15N] glycine, in order to determine
whether this amino acid might be a primary precursor of complex points by linear prediction and zero filled to 2048

complex points. The t2 dimension was zero filled to 4096valclavam. Although relatively small, valclavam nonetheless
represents a challenging case because two carbon (C) posi- points, and both dimensions were multiplied by shifted sine-

bell functions prior to Fourier transformation.tions of interest have overlapping 1H signals, and one of
these is coupled to two nitrogen (N) sites at once whose 1H13C CT-HSQC spectra were acquired with spectral

widths of 4500 and 10,000 Hz in the 1H and 13C dimensions,resonant frequencies were not known. Despite limited sam-
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122 MILLER, EGAN, AND TOWNSEND

FIG. 1. Structure of valclavam (23) and structure of the major fragment formed upon acidification, based on NMR spectroscopy.

respectively. A total of 448 complex t2 points were acquired 13C’s with an odd number of 1H’s attached with the opposite
sign to that of the resonances of 13C’s with an even number ofin 100 ms with GARP 13C decoupling using a 1.6 kHz decou-

pling field. A total of 120 complex t1 points were obtained 1H’s, significantly facilitating assignment of the 13C chemical
shifts. Figure 2 shows the DQCOSY and the CT-HSQC ofwith quadrature detection and axial signal suppression (28) ,

48 scans per increment and a 2.0 s relaxation delay between acidified valclavam, and Table 1 lists the resonance assign-
ments obtained for valclavam and acidified valclavam. Thescans. A constant time delay of 14.7 ms was used as is

customary, despite the fact that coupling between 13C pairs 1H and 13C chemical shifts of acidified valclavam are all
within 0.01 and 0.2 ppm, respectively, of those reported foris expected to be very rare due to our use of a singly 13C-

labeled glycine precursor and natural-abundance carbon in Tü 1718B in acid solution (23) , taking into account the
systematic differences of 0.22 and 3.0 ppm, respectively,the other positions. The 1/2J delays in the INEPT transfers

were set to 3.4 ms to optimize magnetization transfer be- attributable to our use of a different chemical-shift standard
with less pH-sensitive resonances (31) .tween 13C and 1H (Fig. 3) . The t1 dimension was extended

to 300 complex points by linear prediction and zero filled In valclavam, the linewidth of the 13C resonance of C10
is significantly larger than the coupling to attached 15Nto 1024 points, the t2 dimension was doubled by linear pre-

diction and zero filled to 4096 points, prior to multiplication (Ç120 vs 12 Hz), so that the amount of attached 15N is
difficult to measure accurately. However, the signal of C10with shifted sine-bell functions in t1 and t2 , and Fourier

transformation. is sharp in acidified valclavam and acidification is not ex-
pected to cause 15N to be exchanged between the different15N-coupled 1H13C CT-HSQC (cpld-HSQC) spectra were

acquired and processed similarly to HSQCs, except that con- positions. Therefore, we used NMR data obtained from acid-
ified valclavam (below) to infer the amount of 15N presentstant time delays of 84 to 160 ms were used and pairs of

spectra with and without net J coupling to 15N (see below) in the different positions of the original sample of valclavam.
were interleaved during acquisition.

Pulse Sequences Used for Indirect Observation of 13C and
Its Coupling to 15NAssignment of the 1H and 13C Resonances of Valclavam

and Acidified Valclavam
In order to distinguish between 13C’s bound to 15N and

13C’s bound to 14N or other C’s, a CT-HSQC experimentDQCOSY spectra were used to assign the 1H resonances
of valclavam and acidified valclavam, beginning with the was modified to include 15N 1807 pulses positioned in the

13C evolution time so as to ensure either no net evolution of Jtwo methyls. A 1H13C CT-HSQC spectrum using pulse field
gradients to suppress artifacts (29, 30) was used to assign coupling between 13C and 15N or accumulation of J coupling

during the entire constant time interval (Fig. 3) . The basicthe 13C resonances by correlating them with their attached
hydrogens. The pulse sequence was modified to include a pulse sequence is essentially the {15N} spin-echo difference

CT-HSQC of Vuister et al. (12) , augmented by the use of6.8 ms interval of net evolution of J coupling between 13C
and 1H during the constant time interval (6.8 ms Å 1/JHC) . gradients to suppress artifacts (29) and with the spin lock

omitted. A 907 pulse followed by a pulsed field gradientJHC, the coupling constant between 1H and 13C, was found
to be very close to 140 Hz for all the 13C1H resonances. Thus, nulls net magnetization of 13C prior to beginning the CT-

HSQC experiment proper (time point a) . After excitationthe resulting CT-HSQC spectrum displays the resonances of
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123DEGREE OF COUPLED ISOTOPIC ENRICHMENT

FIG. 2. DQCOSY and CT-HSQC spectra of acidified valclavam, aligned with the same 1H axis. Spectral parameters as under Methods.

of 1H and INEPT transfer of net magnetization to 13C (32) , tb 0 tc , during the constant time (CT) delay of CT Å ta /
tb / tc . There is no net accumulation of J coupling to 1H inthe antiphase 13C magnetization formed at time point b

evolves according to the 13C chemical shift during t1 Å ta / this case, as we maintain tbÅ ta/ tc . Thus, 13C magnetization
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124 MILLER, EGAN, AND TOWNSEND

whose 13C is not coupled to 15N are not affected by the 15N
pulse and retain their full intensity.

Control spectra with no net evolution of J coupling be-
tween 15N and 13C were acquired using a pulse sequence in
which the 15N pulse at point c is omitted and a 1807 pulse
is applied to 15N simultaneously with the 1807 pulse on 1H
instead (open symbol, Fig. 3) , so that JCN evolves in oppo-
site directions during equal periods of time ( ta / tc Å tb) .
This 15N pulse is unnecessary when 1D spectra are collected,
as t1 is zero, so that ta Å 0 and tb Å tc . In 2D CT-HSQC
spectra, ta is incremented to nonzero values and in the ab-
sence of a 1807 15N pulse, net JCN coupling accumulates
during t1 . However, since JCN is comparable to or smaller
than the 13C resolution in the 2D spectra (JCN õ 15 Hz vs
É10 Hz/point) , and the maximum value of t1 is only a
fraction of CT (£13 ms vs CT § 84 ms), the effect of JCN

in t1 is very small. Moreover, since the integrated intensity
of the peak produced after Fourier transformation of the 13CFIG. 3. Pulse sequence of cpld-HSQC showing the 15N pulse that leads
dimension depends only on the amplitude of the signal into net coupling between 15N and 13C during CT [also see (12)] . Narrow

bars indicate 907 pulses, wide bars indicate 1807 pulses. For the 15N pulses, the t1 Å 0 increment, the same peak volumes should be
the filled symbol indicates the pulse that is used to ensure net J coupling obtained in the resulting CT-HSQC spectra regardless of
between 13C and 15N during all of CT, the open symbol indicates the pulse whether an 15N pulse is applied during t1 . We have collected
that is used instead to ensure no net coupling between 13C and 15N during

‘‘no net coupling’’ spectra with and without a refocusingCT. The phase cycle used was f1 Å 0, 1, 2, 3; f2 Å 4 1 0, 4 1 2; f3 Å
15N pulse during t1 , and the peak volumes obtained by the8 1 0, 8 1 2; receiver Å 0, 2. All other pulse phases are indicated. t Å

3.4 ms, ta Å t1 /2, tb Å CT/2, tc Å CT/2 0 t1 /2. Gradients used were gt1, two methods were not significantly different. In these control
0.5 ms and 5 G/cm; gt2, 0.3 ms and 3 G/cm; gt3, 1.5 ms and 15 G/cm; spectra, 13C coupled to 15N and 13C coupled to 14N (or 13C
gt4, 0.6 ms and 010 G/cm; gt5, 0.2 ms and 2 G/cm. not coupled to N) peak volumes are not affected by JCN.

One-dimensional versions of the experiment with and
without net coupling to 15N were also collected. These selec-
tively observe only those protons bound to 13C, but, in orderremains antiphase with respect to 1H at time point d and is

returned to 1H antiphase magnetization at time point e by a to avoid errors due to residual signal from 1H bound to 12C,
the 1H spectra were not 13C decoupled with the result thatpair of 907 pulses. The reverse INEPT sequence refocuses

1H magnetization with respect to 13C, yielding observable
in-phase 1H magnetization at time point f . Two more 13C

TABLE 1pulses and an 1H pulse serve to eliminate signals from 1H
Resonance Assignments for Valclavam and Acidified Valclavama

not coupled to 13C (33) and signals from 1H magnetization
antiphase to 13C at the end of the INEPT transfer (34) . This Valclavam Acidified Valclavam
sequence selects only magnetization that passes through 13C,

dH dC dH dCthus selecting only 1H coupled to 13C for observation. In
Position (ppm) (ppm) Position (ppm) (ppm)order to accumulate J coupling between 13C and 15N during

the entire constant time interval CT, a 1807 pulse is applied
2 4.39 79.56 2 3.83 65.25

to 15N simultaneously with the 1807 pulse on 13C (time point 3 3.94 50.38 3 2.74 44.08
c) . Thus, although chemical-shift evolution of 13C is re- 3 2.69 50.38 3 2.95 44.08

5 5.35 84.01versed by the 1807 pulse on 13C, the 15N pulse ensures that
6 3.30 44.44J coupling to 15N continues to accumulate. J coupling be-
6 2.86 44.44tween 13C and 15N accumulates throughout the constant time
8 1.72 36.78 8 1.56 37.45

interval regardless of whether the sequence is used to collect 8 1.83 36.78 8 1.56 37.45
1D 13C-edited 1H spectra or 2D CT-HSQC spectra. Only 13C 9 4.11 69.00 9 4.25 67.81

10 4.16 59.51 10 4.46 56.53magnetization in phase with respect to 15N leads to observ-
14 3.84 45.44 14 3.77 58.27able 1H magnetization, so for each resonance whose 13C is
15 2.19 29.92 15 2.08 30.00coupled to 15N, the signal intensity is proportional to
16 0.96 16.72 16 0.83 16.62

cos(pJCNCT), where JCN is the appropriate 13C– 15N cou- 17 0.98 17.77 17 0.86 17.55
pling constant. (The related sine component associated with

a Chemical shifts are relative to dioxane at 3.53 ppm 1H and 66.66 ppm 13C.antiphase 13C magnetization is not observed.) Resonances
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125DEGREE OF COUPLED ISOTOPIC ENRICHMENT

the signals of interest from 1H bound to 13C appeared 0.5JCH where F (C,N) is the fractional 15N labeling, given that the C
position is labeled with 13C.Hz on either side of the small but occasionally significant

residual signal from 1H bound to 12C. Finally, for 15N with a resonant frequency very different
from the carrier frequency used, a pulse of less than 1807,
or effectively 1807 0 u, is felt. It is easy to show that theCalculation of the Fraction of 13C Bound to 15N
intensity observed for a CH bound to 15N is now reduced,

In both the net coupling and no net coupling experiments, not by a factor of cos(pJCNCT) as above, but only by a
magnetization remains on 13C for the same amount of time factor of
(CT) regardless of how much of that time is used for chemi-
cal-shift evolution ( t1) . Thus, in addition to the factors de- Fcos(pJCNCT) 1 S1 0 (1 0 cos u)

2 D / (1 0 cos u)
2 Gscribed above, the intensity with which each resonance is

observed depends on (sin pJHCt)2 1 e0CT1R , where
sin(pJHCt) describes the efficiency of each INEPT transfer,
R is the relaxation rate of antiphase 13C magnetization during when there is net coupling to 15N. Thus, in general with x
CT, and t is the INEPT delay, chosen approximately equal Å (1 0 (1 0 cos u) /2) ,
to 1/2JHC. We neglect relaxation during the relatively short
delays t, but relaxation is considered for the CT delay, as D(control 0 J coupled)

control
this is considerably longer (up to 125 ms, vs 6.8 ms for 2t) .
We assume that 13C magnetization that is antiphase with
respect to 1H and 15N relaxes at a rate similar to that of 13C Å x(1 0 cos pJCNCT)F (C,N) . [3]
magnetization that is antiphase with respect to only 1H, as
the former’s relaxation rate is roughly equal to the latter’s x Å 1 for those 13C1H with a bound 15N which is on reso-
plus 1/T1N , which is smaller than 1/T1H or 1/T2C for a small nance and 0 £ x £ 1 for CH’s with a bound 15N which is
molecule like valclavam at 500 MHz. Thus, the above factors off resonance. In both cases, the correct value for JCN is still
are not much changed by the presence or position of the obtained. Off-resonance effects could be minimized by using
pulse on 15N and are written together as a constant Q Å (sin composite 15N inversion pulses. Alternately, long selective
pJHCt)2 1 e0CT1R for each resonance. 15N pulses could be used to separately measure the JCN and

Assuming that the 15N pulse during CT is on resonance, the fraction 13C bound to 15N for 13C’s bound to 15N in
the difference between the signal intensities produced with different spectral regions (in the present case, the amines
no net JCN coupling (control) and with net J coupling is near 40 ppm and the amides near 120 ppm). However, in

practice most samples contain several 15N sites of each type,
so that moderately short (composite) pulses are desirable toD(control 0 J coupled)
ensure uniform inversion of each type by the 1807 pulses.

Å Q(#not bound to 15N / #bound to 15N) If typical moderately short 15N pulses are used, both types
of 15N respond but the off-resonance 15N is not fully inverted,0 Q[(#not bound to 15N) / (#bound to 15N)
so that a lower apparent fraction of 13C bound to off-reso-

1 cos(pJCNCT)] nance 15N is observed, xF (C,N) , and experiments may need
to be performed twice, with 15N pulses applied to the amineÅ Q[1 0 cos(pJCNCT)](#bound to 15N), [1]
and amide 15N’s in turn.

As a test of our method’s ability to measure the fraction
where the spin populations ‘‘not bound to 15N’’ and ‘‘bound of 13C bound to 15N, pairs of 1D spectra with and without net
to 15N’’ specify the two categories of 13C distinguished by coupling of 13C to 15N were obtained of a sample containing a
the experiment. For each resonance, the constant Q cancels 1:9 ratio of 15N threonine and 14N threonine, both with natu-
out upon division of this difference by the signal intensity ral abundance 13C, with the 15N carrier set at the amine
in the control spectrum frequency and CT Å 161 ms. Using JCN Å 6.2 Hz, as deter-

mined from the 13C spectrum of 15N-labeled threonine, the
fraction of 15N bound was found to be 9%. (The choice ofD(control 0 J coupled)

control CT Å 1/J maximizes the effect of coupling, fully inverting
the signal from sites coupled to 15N relative to the signal

Å (1 0 cos pJCNCT) from sites not coupled to 15N.) Similarly, a sample containing
a 1:5 ratio of 15N threonine to 14N threonine was found to

1 (#bound to 15N)
(#not bound to 15N) / (#bound to 15N)

have 21% 15N using CT Å 125 ms. These values agree
relatively well with the anticipated percentages of 10 and
17%. Thus, the NMR method described above gives moder-Å (1 0 cos pJCNCT)F (C,N) , [2]
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126 MILLER, EGAN, AND TOWNSEND

FIG. 4. Plots of (D(control 0 J coupled)/control) vs CT and fit of Eq. [3] to the data, for the 1H resonances of C10 at 4.59 ppm (l) and C3 at 2.88
ppm (s) with the 15N pulse applied to the amide and amine 15N’s, respectively. One-dimensional cpld-HSQC spectra were collected with and without net
coupling to 15N, using a range of CT values. For each resonance of interest, peak heights were measured in the control and net J coupled spectra, and
(D(control 0 J coupled)/control) was calculated for each value of CT, as the ratio of the difference in peak heights to the peak height in the control
spectrum. The fits to Eq. [3] were performed using KaleidaGraph 2.0 and yielded JCN Å 12.4 and 5.6 Hz, respectively. The proton chemical shifts quoted
here are 0.14 ppm (ÅJHC/2) from the values listed in Table 1, because the spectra used here were not decoupled with respect to 13C.

ately accurate measurements of the amount of 15N attached plotting the ratio of the difference in peak heights to the height
to specific sites even for relatively low fractional enrich- without net coupling, D(control 0 J coupled)/control, as a
ments and relatively small J couplings between sites. The function of CT, and fitting the results to Eq. [3].
experiments are also relatively sensitive because they em- In principle, this procedure yields estimates of both the
ploy 1H excitation and detection, while nonetheless permit- magnitude of JCN and x times the fraction of 13C bound to
ting resolution of signals in 13C (and 15N) dimensions. Fi- 15N. However, signals that have the same 1H chemical shifts
nally, they also permit measurement of small J couplings as signals of interest can contribute to the total peak ampli-
provided that the T2’s of the nuclei involved are long enough. tude in the control spectrum, and thus lead to an underesti-

mate of the fraction of 13C bound to 15N. Such overlapping
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 1H signals should not affect the value of JCN obtained, unless

by chance they also correspond to 1H’s bound to 13C bound
Calculation of the Magnitude of J Coupling between to 15N with another J value (for example, C14 below).

Indirectly Observed 13C and 15N Similarly, the value of JCN obtained is independent of the
value of x. The experimental results are expected to be mostIn order to determine the fraction of 13C bound to 15N, one
sensitive to JCN when CT is small (JCN 1 CT ! 1

6) , but mostneeds to know JCN, the magnitude of the coupling between
sensitive to x and F (C,N) when CT is chosen to be approxi-13C and 15N, as well as x. JCN can be measured from the 15N
mately 1/JCN. Thus, for best results, JCN should be obtainedsplitting of the 13C signal of interest in the 13C spectrum if
from different experiments with shorter CT’s than those usedsubstantially 15N-labeled compound is available and the 13C
to measure x and F (C,N) . These experiments measure thespectrum is well enough resolved. Alternately, one can use
magnitude but not the sign of JCN.the pulse sequence described above and isolate JCN by varying

Typical data from acidified valclavam are plotted inthe CT delay with x and F(C,N) fixed, collecting 1D spectra
with and without net coupling to 15N at each value of CT, Fig. 4 and the results are summarized in Table 2. In the
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127DEGREE OF COUPLED ISOTOPIC ENRICHMENT

TABLE 2 coupling to 15N from the data collected without yielded
Results of Fits of [D(control-J coupled)/control] a very clean cpld-HSQC difference spectrum for each of

to CT:JCN with Errorsa
the two values of CT. These difference spectra contain
peaks from all the 13C 1H positions coupled to an 15N, but

15N pulses
none of the others (Fig. 5b ) . (They also contain noise15N pulses on amide on amine
streaks due to the residual strong dioxane resonance at

Resonanceb JCN Error JCN Error 3.5 ppm 1H and 66.7 ppm 13C.)
Position (ppm) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) Average JCN Quantitative interpretation of the difference signals in-

volved measurement of the difference volume and the vol-
C10 4.549 12.4 0.2 11.2 0.3 12 Hz

ume in the absence of net coupling to 15N. These values, the4.31 11.8 0.1 12.6 0.3
value of CT, and the value of JCN obtained above were usedC14c 3.91 8.3 0.2 7.7 0.2 8 Hz

C3d 3.08 6.3 0.4 5.9 0.4 6 Hz in Eq. [3] to calculate F (C,N) or xF (C,N) , for 15N on resonance
2.79 6.5 0.5 6.2 0.2 (with x Å 1) or off resonance, respectively (Table 3). This

C3d 2.88 6.6 0.5 5.6 0.2 was done for the resonances of positions C10 and C3, which
2.60 6.0 0.4 5.0 0.3

are each bound to a single N. Peak volumes were also mea-
sured in the two parent spectra, and their difference wasa Data such as those in Fig. 4 were fitted with Eq. [3] using KaleidaGraph

2.0 to obtain the values of JCN and the errors listed here. found to be within less than 1% of the peak volume in the
b Two resonances per signal because 13C is not decoupled during acquisi- difference spectrum. The volume of the peak of C15 which

tion (see text). is not attached to 15N was the same in the two parent spectra
c One C14 signal overlaps with dioxane and therefore was not analyzed.

to within 0.4%, consistent with the absence from the differ-d C3 has two protons.
ence spectra of 13C1H’s not coupled to 15N and suggesting
that the random error is É1%. F (C,N) , the fraction of 13C
bound to 15N, was found to be 0.17 for C10 (bound to an

1D experiments, a relatively long 1H acquisition time was amide), and xF (C,N) was found to be 0.06 for C3 (bound to
used in order to improve resolution, and 13C was not de- an amine, Table 3). The excellent agreement between values
coupled so that the central residual signal from 1H’s bound obtained using different values of CT supports the validity
to 12C would not overlap the signals of interest from 1H of the JCN values used.
bound to 13C. The JCN of 12 Hz obtained for position C10 Two more pairs of cpld-HSQC spectra were collected
is close to the value of 11 Hz expected for a Ca and its using the 15N carrier frequency of 40 ppm appropriate for
attached amide 15N based on studies of proteins (16, 35 ) . amine 15N. These also produced clean difference spectra,
The value of 6 Hz obtained for position C3 is within error and the peak volumes were used as above along with the
of the value of 6.2 Hz observed for coupling of Ca to CT values of 125 or 84 ms and the known JCN values to
its attached amine in 15N-labeled threonine. C14 has an calculate F (C,N) ( times x) for C3 (and C10), using Eq. [3] .
effective JCN of 8 Hz but is discussed further below, as it xF (C,N) was 0.10 for C10 and F (C,N) was 0.12 for C3 (Table
is coupled to two different N’s. 3) . Again, values obtained for F (C,N) using different values

of CT agree well, supporting the values of JCN used (Table
2D Spectra and Calculation of the Fraction of 13C Bound

3). The results obtained using the resonant 15N frequencies
to 15N at Positions C10 and C3

of each 15N yield F (C,N) Å 0.17 for C10 and 0.12 and 0.13
for C3. Two average values are obtained for F (C,N) for theTwo-dimensional cpld-HSQC spectra were collected

in order to resolve signals of interest from others with amine attached to C3 as this 13C is observed via two different
1H13C cross peaks. The agreement obtained between thesethe same 1H chemical shift on the basis of their different

13C chemical shifts ( the protons between 4.4 and 4.5 further supports the method.
ppm for example, Fig. 5a ) . Two different constant-time
delays of 84 and 125 ms were used to maximize the Determination of x
effects produced by the JCN values of C10 and C14, re-

The value of x can be determined by collecting data using aspectively, and 15N pulses were applied at 120 ppm for
range of carrier frequencies for the secondary site (15N here),maximum excitation of amide 15N’s. For each value of
with CT and F(C,N) held constant. Thus, the above analysesCT, a pair of interleaved cpld-HSQC spectra was ob-
yielded two different estimates of x per CH resonance, one fromtained, one with and one without net coupling to 15N
each set of spectra obtained with a given CT but different 15Nduring CT. In each case the two spectra appeared very
carrier frequencies. The scatter among the four x values obtainedsimilar but the volumes of the peaks of 13C 1H’s bound
for C3 provides an empirical estimate of the experimental uncer-to 15N were smaller in the spectrum that reflected net

coupling to 15N, whereas other 13C 1H resonances were tainty in x, since a single value of x is being measured (x
U

Å
0.50, s Å 0.06 Å 12%). The value of x for an 80 ppm offsetunchanged. Subtraction of the data collected with net
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FIG. 5. Cpld-HSQC without net coupling to 15N (a) , and difference cpld-HSQC (b) (control 0 J coupled). CT was 84 ms and 15N pulses were
applied at 120 ppm. Spectral parameters are as under Methods, and the pair of cpld-HSQC spectra were acquired in 14 h.

from resonance was also determined from 1D experiments con- range of x values obtained from C3 with one exception (Table
3), indicating that they are all the same within error, consistentducted on 15N threonine at a range of 15N carrier frequencies.

The x values obtained for C10 and threonine fall within the with the fact that, in all three cases, off-resonance irradiation is
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TABLE 3
Values of JCN, x, and Fraction of 13C Bound to 15N Obtained for Threonine and the Large Fragment of Acidified Valclavam

xF(C,N)

15N pulse on 15N pulse on
amide amine

J
Compound, position CT Å 125 ms 84 ms 125 ms 84 ms (Hz) x x

U

F(C,N) F(C,N)

Threonine 0.11 0.21 6.2 0.53 0.21
Acidified valclavam

C10 0.18 0.16 0.092 0.10 12 0.50, 0.60 0.55 0.18, 0.16 0.17
C3, 2.95 ppm 0.055 0.059 0.13 0.13 6 0.43, 0.45 0.13, 0.13

0.50 0.12
C3, 2.74 ppm 0.067 0.064 0.12 0.11 6 0.55, 0.58 0.12, 0.11
C14 0.29 0.23 0.32 0.23 Amide 9a (0.52) 0.09a

Amine 7a (0.52) 0.12a

a Calculated using the known x Å 0.52; see text.

É80 ppm off resonance, and theory predicts that it does not the extent to which 13C– 15N units are incorporated intact
and the positions into which they are incorporated.matter which direction from resonance the irradiation frequency

is. Thus, the overall average x obtained from C10, the two However, the contributions of the two different N’s cou-
pled to C14 can be distinguished based on their very differentprotons attached to C3, and threonine is 0.52, and applicable to

amines observed via amide pulses or amides observed via amine resonant frequencies and thus different x values at a given
frequency. For moderate levels of independent 15N incorpo-pulses in our experiments at 50 MHz for 15N with an 84 ms 15N

1807 pulse. ration at two sites, the likelihood of a 13C being coupled to
two different 15N’s at once is the product of the two individ-One-dimensional spectra of acidified valclavam were also

collected using an array of 15N carrier frequencies in order ual probabilities of labeling, and can be neglected in our
case (as the maximimum probability anticipated is 0.17 1to characterize the frequency dependence of x. Although

the anticipated qualitative behavior was obtained, the data 0.17 Å 3%). Thus, the effects of coupling of 15N to C14
are approximately the sum of the effect due to 15N in thecontained too much scatter and interference from overlap-

ping 1H signals to permit high-quality estimates of x from adjacent amine position plus the effect due to 15N in the
more distant amide position. When the 15N frequency is set1D spectra in this case.
to the amine frequency, coupling to the amine 15N will have

Determination of the Fraction of 13C Bound to 15N at the its full effect on the resonance of C14 but coupling to the
Two N Positions near C14 amide 15N will have only É52% of its effect. Conversely,

when the 15N frequency is set to the amide frequency, theC14 is within coupling range of two different N’s, an
amine will have only É52% of its effect but the amide 15Namine and an amide (N11). Although a single J value of 8
will have its full effect. Thus, for C14, two pairs of experi-Hz appeared adequate to describe the dependence of net
ments using different 15N carrier frequencies yield two dif-coupling to 15N on the duration of CT in 1D spectra (Table
ferent experimental values for the combined amount of2) , the 2D spectra show that the 1H of another 13C coupled
bound 15N, for a given choice of CTto 15N overlaps with that of C14 in the 1H spectra, so the

apparent coupling is not only the weighted average of two
couplings to C14, but also reflects coupling between 15N and SD(control 0 J coupled)

control D
amine

C6 *. (The resonance in question is at 3.77 ppm 1H and 49.43
ppm 13C, and is tentatively assigned to the C6 position in a

Å (1 0 cos p 1JCNCT)F (C,N)amineminor side product of valclavam acidification in which C6
remains bound to N4). Thus we do not know the individual / x(1 0 cos p 2JCNCT)F (C,N)amide
JCN values to the different N’s coupled to C14. Moreover,
although the fraction of 13C at position 10 that is coupled to Å 2Ssin

p 1JCNCT
2 D2

F (C,N)amine15N at position N11 was found to be 0.17 (above), this is
not necessarily the same as the fraction of 13C at position
14 coupled to 15N at N11, or the overall fractional labeling / 2xSsin

p 2JCNCT
2 D2

F (C,N)amide [4a]
of N11, as these three can vary independently depending on
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spectrum (not shown), possibly due to a secondary amide,SD(control 0 J coupled)
control D

amide
which would be expected to resonate between 135 and 145
ppm (36) . Based on frequency profiles of x, the data ac-
quired with 15N pulses at 120 ppm incorporate only minor

Å 2xSsin
p 1JCNCT

2 D2

F (C,N)amine off-resonance effects and can be used to estimate that F (C,N)

is 0.15, with a coupling constant of É9.5 Hz.

CONCLUDING REMARKS/ 2Ssin
p 2JCNCT

2 D2

F (C,N)amide , [4b]

In summary, we have obtained estimates of the fraction
of 13C bound to 15N in each of four different (1H)13C– 15N

where 1JCN and 2JCN are the one-bond coupling to the neigh-
pairs representing all three N positions in the large fragment

boring amine and the two-bond coupling to the more distant
of acidified valclavam. Substantial levels of 15N are found in

amide, respectively. At least four independent experimental
all three N positions, indicating that glycine was extensively

measures of D(control 0 J coupled)/control are needed to
metabolized under the fermentation conditions used and its

solve for both values of F (C,N) and both values of JCN. In 15N was incorporated into the valine (3) and arginine-derived
addition to using two different 15N carrier frequencies to

(1, 2) portions of valclavam as well as the glycine-like por-
distinguish the contributions of the different sites, we varied

tion. However, 13C labeling is most highly correlated with
CT as well to obtain separate estimates of JCN for the differ- 15N labeling for positions C10 and N11, with 17% of all
ent sites. 13C-labeled sites being coupled to 15N. Only 12% of labeled

With a known value of x Å 0.52, the two equations using
C3 is coupled to 15N and similarly for C14 and its attached

the same CT but different 15N frequencies can be combined
amine. 13C labeling at C14 is significantly less frequently

to eliminate the second (or the first) term on the right, yield-
accompanied by 15N labeling at position N11 than is 13C

ing an expression relating (sin p 1JCNCT/2)2F (C,N)amine to a
labeling at position C10, consistent with the fact that C14

number derived from two experimental values. When this
is separated by two bonds from N11, so that the two cannot

is done for the results obtained with two different CT values,
have been labeled by a single intact [2-13C, 15N] fragment

the two expressions can be solved for F (C,N)amine and 1JCN.
derived from glycine. Taking F (C,N) Å 0.09 for this latter

Thus, we obtain F (C,N)amine Å 0.12 and 1JCN Å 7 Hz. 1JCN is
pair as the level of independent co-incorporation of 13C and

not too far from the value of 6.2 Hz obtained for Ca coupling 15N, approximately 17% 0 9% Å 8% of the C10–N11 units
to the adjacent amine in 15N threonine. When the first term

in valclavam appear to have been derived intact from gly-
on the right is eliminated and the resulting two expressions

cine. The estimate of 9% independent co-incorporation could
for (sin p 2JCNCT/2)2F (C,N)amide are solved for 2JCN and

be further refined by determining the overall percentage of
F (C,N)amide , we obtain 2JCN Å 9 Hz and F (C,N)amide Å 0.09. 9

isotope incorporation at each of the N and C positions by
Hz is not too far from the value of 2JCN Å 7.5 Hz that is

quantitative 15N and 13C NMR.
typical for coupling of random coil protein Ca’s to the amide
15N of the preceding amino acid via the intervening peptide
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